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This NSF sponsored working conference brought together experts from around 
the country to contribute to the development of a national research agenda for 
broadening engineering participation by persons self-identifying as: 

❖Persons with disabilities    ❖Persons of LGBTQ+ identity 
❖Veterans                                ❖ Low income/first-generation persons

• 70 participants from around the country represented multiple levels in the education system 
- from pre-college, two-year, and four-year colleges - as well as diverse  stakeholders 
perspectives including researchers, educators, administrators, practitioners, and other 
thought leaders from a variety of disciplines relevant to broadening participation

• Working conference held Oct 30-Nov 1, 2016 in Clemson, SC

Ideas? Comments? Questions? 
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Guide to hosting 
inclusive events

Overview of event    Who’s Not At The Table?: Building Research Capacity for Underserved Communities in Engineering
Throughout the event, participants contributed to rich dialogues about their work related  
to these communities - honoring the complex interactions and intersections of the 
numerous identities many engineers hold, while simultaneously identifying that which cuts 
across the experiences of persons in these communities. 

Participants shared the experience and knowledge that informs their own 
work by contributed to conversations centered on 5  discussion threads:
1. What theories inform your work?
2. What research methods inform your work?
3. What research questions inform your work?
4. What educational practices or experiences inform your research?
5. What are the things you with you knew better to do your educational practice better?
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